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Di�erential substitution: a
contrastive hierarchy account

John Archibald*

Department of Linguistics, University of Victoria, Victoria, BC, Canada

In this article, I tackle the question of di�erential substitution in L2 phonology. A

classic example of the phenomenon is learners from di�erent L1s attempting to

acquire the L2 English interdental fricative /θ/. Speakers of some languages (e.g.,

Japanese) tend to pronounce the /θ/ as [s] while speakers of other languages (e.g.,

Russian) tend to pronounce the /θ/ as [t]). Since both Japanese and Russian have

both /s/ and /t/ in their phonemic inventories, it is interesting to ask why one

language would choose [s] and the other [t]. What I argue in this article is that

it is not a local comparison of two sounds, two features, or two phonemes that

will determine why one segment rather than another is substituted. Rather, I argue

that wemust consider the formal representation of the entire segmental inventory

(represented as a contrastive hierarchy) in order to understand why the Japanese

pick the [s] but the Russian the [t] as the “best” substitute for the English /θ/. What

I will demonstrate is that in the languages that substitute [s], [continuant] is the

highest-ranked feature that has scope over the place and voice features in the

contrastive hierarchy of phonological features. In the languages that substitute [t],

the place and voice features rank above [continuant].
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contrastive hierarchy, L2 phonology, di�erential substitution, phonological parsing,

restructuring

1. Introduction

In this article, I tackle the question of differential substitution in L2 phonology. The term

was coined by Weinberger (1997), though reference to the phenomenon goes back to at

least (Weinreich, 1953). A classic example of the phenomenon is learners from different L1s

attempting to acquire the L2 English interdental fricative /θ/. Speakers of some languages

(e.g., Japanese) tend to pronounce the /θ/ as [s] (Lombardi, 2003) while speakers of other

languages (e.g., Russian) tend to pronounce the /θ/ as [t] (Weinreich, 1953; Lombardi, 2003).

Since both Japanese and Russian have both /s/ and /t/ in their phonemic inventories, it is

interesting to ask why one language would choose [s] and the other [t]. What I am going to

argue in this article is that it is not a local comparison of two sounds, two features, or two

phonemes that will determine why one segment rather than another is substituted. Rather, I

will argue that we must consider the formal representation of the entire segmental inventory

(either consonantal or vocalic) in order to understand why the Japanese pick the [s] but the

Russian the [t] as the “best” substitute for the English /θ/. Kabak (2019) reminds us that an

even broader explanatory model would need to take both external factors, such as historical

patterns and language contact, and internal linguistic factors into account in looking at the

difficulties that are seen in the acquisition of interdental fricatives, but in this article, I restrict

myself to a strictly phonological account.

What I will argue here is that in the languages that substitute [s], [continuant] is the

highest-ranked feature that has scope over the place and voice features in the contrastive

hierarchy of phonological features. In the languages that substitute [t], the place and voice

features rank above [continuant].
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1.1. Earlier approaches

Traditional approaches (Weinreich, 1957; Stockwell and

Bowen, 1965; Nemser, 1971) would say something along the lines

of “learners substitute the closest sound in their inventory.” One can

see the broad strokes of the argument when one considers how an

L1 English speaker might substitute a [k] for a /q/. In the absence

of a voiceless uvular stop [q] it seems unsurprising that a voiceless

velar stop would be chosen as the “closest” match. However,

previous explanations (Flege and Bohn, 2021) have struggled with

independent measures of what might make one sound “closer”

to another. Phonetic models such as the SLM (Flege, 1995) or

PAM-L2 (Best and Tyler, 2007) have described how sounds that

are similar in the L1 and the L2 tend to be assimilated (which

makes it more difficult to acquire a new L2 phonetic category),

while sounds that are different have been found to form new L2

phonetic categories more easily. But why is Russian [t] more like

[θ] than Japanese [t] is? Conversely, why is Russian [s] less like [θ]

than Japanese [s]? One can imagine detailed phonetic comparisons

being the empirical data that would be drawn on to try to answer

such questions. However, there is good reason to believe that

substitution mechanisms (whatever they are) are not just motoric,

articulatory problems because if they were we would not expect to

see analogous problems of misperception [and we do; see John and

Frasnelli (2023) for a discussion]. Oft times, learners who cannot

produce a particular distinction also fail to perceive the contrast.

Looking at phonological representation provides an explanation for

both production and perception phenomena.

Brown (2000) took a more phonological view of the problem.

She begins with the notion of categorical perception in phonology.

Listeners hear an acoustically varied input stream and yet can assign

the diverse phones from the environment to abstract phonemic

categories. Let us take an example of a listener hearing a particular

vowel, say [I], spoken by an older male, a young adult female, and

a child. The acoustics of those three vowels will be quite distinct,

and yet the listener assigns them all to the category /I/. Brown

gives the example of English ears assigning non-English phones to

English phonemes. An English speaker will have the voiceless stop

phonemes /p/ and /t/ and /k/. When hearing a [q] in the input, the

listener (or perhaps more accurately the parser) must assign the [q]

to a phoneme. On an articulatory basis, one can argue that a uvular

stop is “closer” to a velar stop than to an alveolar stop.

Rochet (1995) demonstrated that L1 English speakers substitute

[u] for the L2 French /y/ while L1 Brazilian Portuguese speakers

substitute [i], even though both languages have /i/ and /u/. He

argues that acoustically there is more overlap with the English [u]

and the French [y] (perhaps because of the fronted English [u])

than with the English [i] and the French [y] while, conversely, there

is more overlap with the Brazilian Portuguese [i] and the French

[y] than with the Brazilian Portuguese [u] and the French [y]. For

Rochet, this means that the English speakers hear the French /y/ as

[u] while the Brazilian Portuguese speakers hear the French /y/ as

[i] because of the acoustic properties of the L1 and the L2 vowels.

These perception issues are argued to underlie the analogous

production patterns. Similarly, Brannen (2002) proposed that the

explanation for differential substitution lies in phonetic rather than

phonological patterns, but her model ran into problems related to

TABLE 1 Phonological features of interdental fricative and close

comparators.

[continuant] [coronal] [strident] [voice]

[θ] + + – –

[f] + – – –

[t] – + – –

[s] + + + –

this particular question in that it predicted that, for both European

and Quebec French (QF), [f] should be the substitute of choice for

the English /θ/ phoneme. Teasdale (1997) sought an articulatory

phonetic approach to this problem by arguing that the relevant

linguistic difference is in the articulation of the /s/. She noted that

European French has a dental [s] and Japanese has a “flat” (or slit-

type) [s] and that both of these languages substitute [s] for /θ/ while

QF has an alveolar [s] so it substitutes [t]. While the correlation

here is intriguing, the explanatory mechanism remains elusive.

Interestingly, James (1988) presents some data (which I will not

explore in this article) that show that Dutch speakers substitute

stops word-initially but fricatives word-finally (see also Collins and

Mees, 1981). All I will say is that (a) contextual variation is different

from differential substitution, and (b) it is not uncommon in the

world’s languages to have stops in onsets but fricatives in codas, but

we would need to delve into Dutch syllable structure more closely

before presenting a detailed analysis.

Brown’s view was that the L1 phonemes act as a kind of

categorical shoehorn to squeeze L2 sounds that do not quite fit

into L1 categories. Brown argued that this sort of phonological

funneling was impossible to overcome and that if the L1 lacked

the relevant phonological feature to represent a particular contrast,

that feature would never be triggered by the L2 input. González

Poot (2011, 2014) demonstrated that such a position was too strong

when he showed that L1 Spanish learners of L2 Yucatec Mayan

had acquired a [constricted glottis] feature that is not found in

L1 Spanish. The [constricted glottis] is a property of segments

known as ejectives (e.g., [p’], [t’], [k]). González Poot’s participants

were indistinguishable from native speakers of Yucatec Mayan

in their performance on a discrimination task with sound pairs

like [p’a]/[pa] even though Spanish lacks ejectives and lacks the

[constricted glottis] feature anywhere in its phonological inventory.

We can see that phonological features might well be involved

in such a metric of closeness or similarity. Consider the substitution

patterns commonly witnessed for both English interdentals /θ/ and

/ð/. Crosslinguistically, we note that a /θ/ might be replaced by

a [f] or a [t] or a [s]. What might lead to such variation? If we

consider phonological features as the building blocks of phonemes,

then Table 1 shows the relevant similarities.

Each of the “closest” sounds matches /θ/ on three features

and differs on the other; all are 75% accurate. However, such a

comparison does not tell us why Russian gives precedence to the

mismatch on [continuant] (to change /θ/ → [t]) while Japanese

gives precedence to the mismatch on [strident] (to change /θ/

→ [s]). Is there something in Russian that prioritizes a match in

place of articulation while something in Japanese values a match in
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TABLE 2 Hancin-Bhatt’s (1994) feature matrix.

p ph b bh f t th d dh s z ú ã

[anterior] + + + + + +

[coronal] + + + + + + + +

[back]

[continuant] + + +

[strident] + +

[voice] + + + + + +

[spread glottis] + + + +

TABLE 3 Feature prominence rankings.

Feature Prominence

[voice]; [spread glottis] 0.44

[coronal] 0.40

[strident] 0.32

[anterior] 0.24

[continuant]; [back] 0.20

manner of articulation? Under this approach, the answer seems to

be “no.”

Hancin-Bhatt (1994) tried to find a metric to establish a more

nuanced comparison of features by looking at how many inventory

contrasts each feature was involved in, and, in this way, arriving at a

measure of functional load of each feature, which she called feature

prominence. She adopted a model of radical underspecification

(Archangeli, 1988), and then looked to see the weighting that each

feature had. The first step was to generate a feature matrix showing

by way of example (a selection) of Hindi phonemes in Table 2.

She proposed a prominence score that was calculated per

feature by counting the number of phonemes for which that feature

was specified and dividing by the number of phonemes in the

inventory. For Table 2, we could calculate the prominence values

of some of the features shown in (1), where [anterior] is more

prominent than [spread glottis], which in turn is more prominent

than [strident].

1. Anterior= 6/13= 0.46

Strident= 2/13= 0.15

Spread Glottis= 4/13= 0.31

Hancin-Bhatt reported the feature prominence ranking for

Hindi features based on the full inventory shown in Table 3.

Her prediction was that features that were more prominent

would be more easily perceived in the L2 input. In the above case

[continuant] is of low prominence, so the listeners are predicted not

to be sensitive to [continuant] cues in the input and, thus, would

be predicted to substitute the stop (i.e., non-continuant) [t] for

English /θ/ in a perception task. Bansal (1969) claims that this is the

preferred Hindi substitution pattern. However, ultimately, Hancin-

Bhatt’s predictions were not always borne out. For example, she

predicted that L1 Turkish speakers should substitute [s] for /θ/, but

in her experiment they misperceived /θ/ as [t].

Hanuliková and Weber (2012) show that differential

substitution affects perception in that when German (an

[s]-language) learners of English are compared to Dutch (a

[t]-language) learners of English and participants hear English

words spoken with either an [s] or a [t], respectively, substituted

in an English word, they fixate on the correct English [θ] word

longer when the accented version matches their own substitution

preference. For example, L1 German participants fixate on thick

when they hear sick longer than when they hear tick, as opposed to

L1 Dutch participants who would fixate more on thick when they

hear tick than when they hear sick.

1.2. Possible explanations

Weinberger (1997) adopted underspecification theory to

account for why L1 Japanese subjects pick [s] while L1

Russian subjects pick [t] as the substitute for English /θ/.

Basically, Weinberger argues that Russian and Japanese treat the

feature [continuant] differently. Japanese has /s/ unspecified for

[continuant] while Russian has /t/ unspecified for [continuant].

Weinberger does not provide detailed evidence for these feature

values in the respective L1s. Picard (2002, p. 88) argued that this

method could not account for the difference between European

and Quebec French since “both dialects have exactly the same

underlying consonant inventory,” so he proposes a perception-

based account. Picard acknowledges a key difference between

the two French dialects as being that Canadian French has an

assibilation rule that turns /t/ into [ts] before high, front vowels.

He also acknowledges that with [strident] playing a role in Quebec

French allophony, it seems counterintuitive (given the L1 import

of [strident]) that the QF speakers do not pick the strident [s] as

the substitute. When we look at contrastive hierarchy (CH) and the

activity principle, we will see how the relationship works.

Smith (1997) looks at L1 Japanese (s/z), German (s/z), Turkish

(t/d), and European (s/z) and Quebec (t/d) French. She focuses

on the lack of the feature [distributed] in these languages. Thus,

she seems to argue that they all have the same wrong phonological

representation for /θ/ but the differential substitutes are the result of

phonetics. Her goal is to account for the phonological cause of the

misperceptions rather than the nature of which substitute is chosen.
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Lombardi (2003) proposes a quite different class of solution

in that she argues that the [t]-substitution occurs as the result

of a high-ranked markedness constraint, thus resulting in the

production of a universally less-marked stop segment, while the

[s]-substitution pattern results from a high-ranked faithfulness

constraint, thus resulting in the production of a form that is faithful

to an L1 underlying form. As we mentioned earlier, such an output-

based account has difficulty explaining the parallel perception

difficulties the learners demonstrate (given the assumption of

richness of the base).

Kwon (2021) presents a line of work that tackles the notion

of formalizing perceptual similarity and, hence, potentially being

able to predict which L1 sound is closer to the L2 interdental.

She adopts an integration of the Lahiri and Reetz (2002) featurally

underspecified lexicon model and Dresher’s (2009) Contrastive

Hierarchy (CH). Her approach generates perceptual similarity

scores that argue that phonological representation, not phonetic

representation, has a stronger influence on L2 perception.

Note that, with the exception of Kwon (2021), none of

the previous approaches recognized constituent structure in

phonological features. Some invoked feature geometry, but as

Cowper and Hall (2019) remind us, “contrastive hierarchies

are paradigmatic (defining systems of oppositions), and feature

geometries are syntagmatic, structuring combinations of features

in phonological representations.”

2. The contrastive hierarchy

I propose that using a CH approach (Dresher, 2009, 2018;

Hall, 2011; Archibald, 2022a,b; Chandlee, 2023) provides just the

mechanism we need to account for such differential substitution

patterns. I present cross-linguistic patterns found in the existing

literature and will propose a phonological explanation. I am

going to focus on the interdentals [θ/ð] and their substitutes in

Russian, Japanese, European French, and QF. Russian and QF

tend to substitute [t] for /θ/ and [d] for /ð/ while European

French and Japanese tend to substitute [s] for /θ/ and [z] for

/ð/ (Gatbonton, 1978; Smith, 1997; Teasdale, 1997; Picard, 2002).

However, this same machinery could be used to account for other

examples of differential substitution. The CH model is a theory of

ranked contrastive underspecification. Let us consider two partial

phonemic inventories to see how the machinery works. Dresher

(2018) gives the example of the two three-vowel systems that

each use the same features but differ in feature ranking, shown

in (2).

The difference between (2a) and (2b) is the ranking of features.

In (2a) the inventory is first divided by the feature [back] while

TABLE 4 Key properties of contrastive hierarchy theory.

Variability of feature

ordering

Contrastive feature hierarchies are

language particular

The Contrastivist Hypothesis

(Hall, 2017)

The phonological component of a language L

operates only on those features that are

necessary to distinguish the phonemes of L

from one another

Feature activity A feature can be said to be active if it plays a

role in the phonological computation; that is,

if it is required for the expression of

phonological regularities in a language,

including both static phonotactic patterns

and patterns of alternation

Phonological primes Features are binary; every feature has a

marked value, designated [+F], and an

unmarked value, designated (–F)

in (2b) the inventory is first divided by the feature [low]. In

(2a) /i/ is uniquely and unambiguously represented by (non-

back) so it requires no further features. In (2b), however, /i/ is

represented by the feature (non-low) and the feature (non-back).

Therefore, even though the two systems have the same phonemes,

they may well behave differently. In the words of Dresher (2018,

p. 21), “We predict that these differences in organization will

be reflected in patterns of merger and neutralization.” Imagine

that there was a vowel harmony process in the language; in (2a)

both /a/ and /u/ would be involved in [back] harmony while

in (2b) only /u/ would be involved in [back] harmony. Key

elements of the model are given in Table 4 (adapted from Dresher,

2018).

Each language, therefore, will have a different ranking of

features; there is no universal invariant hierarchy that governs

all human languages. The features chosen by each language will

also vary. Only the features represented in the CH are available

for allophonic computation. For example, if a language does not

represent a [round] feature in the vowel in the CH then we

could not see [round] spreading occurring in adjacent segments.

If features do play a role in the computational system, they are

said to be active. Note that (a) this activity can be a cue to the

learner as to which features to include in the CH [following what

Dresher (2009) calls the successive division algorithm], and (b)

not all contrastive features are active; some are there to represent

phonemic contrast alone. For Dresher (2018), features are emergent

from contrast and not drawn from a universal inventory. Nothing

in this article hinges on this stance, so I will remain agnostic

at this time. Finally, for the features that are represented, I am

assuming that features are binary with a notational convention that

the marked value is shown in square brackets (e.g., [+voice]) while

the unmarked value is shown in parentheses [e.g., (–voice)]1. Again,

this is not critical for the data and arguments in this article, but

as Natvig and Salmons (2021) have shown, there is a principled

difference in phonetic behavior that falls out from the markedness

status (with more variation being found in the realization of the

1 A reviewer notes that this is reminiscent of the inheritance strategy

adopted in Purnell et al. (2019).
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unmarked values). Archibald (in press) has shown how this input

variation can be a relevant cue for the learner when setting up

a new CH. Before moving on to discuss the relevance of this

model to multilingualism, let me just expand slightly on the nature

of the successive division algorithm (SDA). The SDA sets out

the procedure by which a child or a phonologist discovers the

contrastive inventory of the ambient language. At the initial stage,

there are no phonemic contrasts. Then, the inventory is divided

in two by introducing one feature. For example, when discovering

contrastive vowels, a child may first divide the vowel inventory into

[+high] and (–high) vowels. At this point they may be making

a distinction between /i/ and /a/, but not between /i/ and /u/ (as

they are both [+high]). Then, the SDA dictates that another feature

is introduced to create a further binary distinction. For example,

the [+high] vowels might be further subdivided into [+front] and

(–front) vowels. At this stage, the child could represent a three-

way phonemic contrast between /i/, /u/, and /a/. The division will

continue successively until all the phonemes of the target language

are uniquely specified.

The resulting contrastive hierarchies can also be thought of as

parsing the input to which the Lx learner is exposed (where x stands

for a natural number such as 1, 2, or 3). By this, I mean to indicate

that this architecture can account for L1, L2, or L3 (etc.) acquisition.

If we return to the previous examples discussed when introducing

Brown, we can see that the Lx listener might be faced with [i/I]

in the input, or [k/q]. An English speaker would have a featural

contrast that would allow the [i] to be assigned a different structure

than the [I], but would lack the structure necessary to disambiguate

[k] from [q]. Consistent with the behavioral facts of Brown, the [q]

would be assigned to the /k/ category, and the [I] would be assigned

to the /I/ category. Certainly, at the initial stage of L2 learning, this

explains why we speak and hear with an accent (see Archibald,

2021). The parser can also help us to understand differential

substitution. Under a CH model, differential substitution is the by-

product of phonological parsing of the Lx input by means of the L1

feature hierarchy. The Lx segments that are undifferentiated by an

L1 parse explain both production and perception substitutions.

Let us now turn to the specific consonantal hierarchies

(of English, Russian, Japanese, and European French and QF)

that form the basis of my arguments. Since I am focusing

on the differential substitution of the English interdentals, for

reasons of space, I will limit my presentation of the features to

the obstruents.

2.1. The English contrastive hierarchy

Working in the learnability tradition (Wexler and Culicover,

1983), let us begin by looking at the phonological representation

of what is to be acquired in the Lx in terms of obstruent

phonemes. That is to say, what are the L1 French, Japanese,

and Russian speakers trying to acquire when they acquire an

English /θ/ or an English /ð/ð? The English tree shown in (3)

is based on the feature ranking of [supralaryngeal] > [sonorant]

> [continuant] > [spread glottis] > [labial] > [posterior]

> [velar]/[distributed].

3. The English Contrastive Hierarchy

I will not go into much detail as to the activity of the

English features (and the role this could play in determining

the acquisition path) as the focus of this article is on the initial

stages of the acquisition of English interdental fricatives, and not

on the restructuring stages of subsequent acquisition stages (see

Archibald, 2023).

The non-supralaryngeal analysis of the English /h/ is partially

motivated by such things as its exceptional behavior in a variety

of phonological domains. It has special phonotactics in that it does

not occur in codas or before another consonant. It can be deleted in

weakmetrical positions in words (Birming(h)amwith an unstressed

final syllable [@m]), or phrases (give it to (h)im). However, Goad and

Mah (2007) argue that English /h/ is not placeless (see Rose, 1996)

in that in many languages with placeless /h/, the /h/ occurs in codas

but English does not allow /h/ in codas. Goad andMah suggest that

the English /h/ has a [spread glottis] feature (under laryngeal place)

and this is what leads to the fact that the distribution of /h/ mirrors

the distribution of aspiration (Jensen, 1993) as seen in words like

(vehicular/ve(h)icle and atom/athomic).

The feature [continuant] is involved in the phonological

computation system as we see allophony in forms such as

delete/deletion where /t/ → [S], and invade/invasion where /d/

→ [Z]2. The feature [spread glottis] is active as we see voicing

assimilation of the plural morpheme (in forms such as dog+s

[z] and cat+s [s]). The feature [labial] is active as we see place

assimilation of the negative prefix in forms such as im+possible.

The feature [posterior] is active as we see palatalization in forms

such as education where /dj/ → [dZ]. The feature [velar] is active

as we see it in cross-word assimilation in such phrases as bad guy

→ bag guy where /d/→ [g].

In terms of a transition theory (Cummins, 1983), Lx learners

will need to adjust their L1 CH to achieve this L2 CH. The listeners

would be exposed to the English phones, andwould assign structure

to them by parsing via the L1 CH. Ultimately, I will demonstrate

that it is the variation in this parsing process that explains the

phenomenon of differential substitution.

2 A reviewer notes that these are largely historical patterns, and may not be

representative of the same type of phonological activity discussed elsewhere

in the article.
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2.2. Loanword phonology

Before explicating the CH treatment of differential substitution,

let me give some background in loanword phonology that will

be useful. Herd (2005) shows convincingly how the CH model

can account for loanword phonology. The hierarchy shown in (4)

[adapted from Herd (2005)] summarizes how Hawaiian replaces

English coronal obstruents and [g] with /k/ (e.g., “lettuce” →

/lekuke/; “brush”→ /palaki/). As one might imagine, it is difficult

to come up with a rule that would turn [s]→ /k/ and turn [z]→

/k/ and turn [S]→ /k/.

4.

The key to understanding this approach is to think of the L2

input being parsed through the filter of the L1 CH. However, note

that, unlike the approach of Brown (2000), this is not a segment-

by-segment treatment but rather a reflection that the parsing

takes place at an inventory level. Archibald (2022a,b) showed that

inventory effects are clearly observed in L2 and L3 phonology. In

the above example, we see that L2 [s], [z], [S], and [g] are all parsed

in the L1 hierarchy as [-sonorant, -labial]. Described in another

way, the sounds [s], [z], [S], and [g] cannot be unambiguously

represented in the Hawaiian CH.

With this background, let us now turn to how the CH can

provide insight into the phenomenon of differential substitution.

2.3. The European French contrastive
hierarchy

First, we consider the parsing of the Lx English interdentals by

speakers of European French (EF). EF speakers tend to substitute

[s] for the English /θ/. The obstruent inventory of French is

uncontroversial (see Walker, 1984). There is no /h/ in EF so the

[supralaryngeal] contrast is not necessary. Daniel Hall (private

communication) raises the issue of h-aspiré (which suggests that

French does have some way of marking /h/) and that perhaps this

could influence how learners represent the English /h/. However,

I would suggest that the h-aspiré would have to be represented

differently than the English /h/ because otherwise, the sound would

not be problematic for French learners (and it is). Walker (1984, p.

41) says that h-apiré is a “morphological and lexical” issue, not a

phonological one.

There is a uvular /K/ in the sonorants, but that is not relevant to

the question at hand. In documenting the consonantal allophonic

processes, there are no processes that make use of the [strident]

feature so we can assume that [strident] is inactive and non-

contrastive in EF.

There is evidence for the [posterior] feature being active

in EF. Niebuhr et al. (2011, p. 430) state that, “contrary to

the predominant view in the literature—assimilation of place of

articulation does exist in French, at least in sequences of alveolar

and postalveolar sibilants.” They give the example (Kohler, 2002;

Bertrand et al., 2007) of /s/→ [S] in Scotch sur la bouche (“Scotch

tape across the mouth”). There is also evidence that [voice] is active

given the voicing assimilation (i.e., devoicing) noted in Walker

(1984); for example, we see /pje/ → [p
◦

je]. The proposed CH for

EF obstruents is given in (5).

5. The European French Contrastive Hierarchy

There is evidence that [continuant] is high-ranked in EF that

emerges when we compare it with QF concerning the process

of spirantization. The QF stop /d/ and /t/ lenite intervocalically,

but they do not in EF (Colantoni et al., 2021). This differential

behavior results from a difference in the ranking, as the feature does

not seem to be active in either EF or QF. Having a high-ranking

specified target for the stops under (-continuant) means that the

articulatory targets are quite precise and would not brook much

variation. Conversely, QF (which we will argue has low-ranked

[continuant]) allows much more phonetic variation in the duration

of the stops /d/ and /t/ because the relevant stops are unspecified

for [continuant]. There is also evidence from loanword phonology

in the two varieties that supports the activity of [continuant] in EF.

Coté (2021) examines how English loanwords are repaired in both

EF and QF. The examples that are relevant to our question include

the affricates /dZ/ and /tS/. The relevant borrowings and repairs are

shown in Table 5.

Note that the English non-continuant affricates remain

as affricates in QF but the value of [continuant] changes

in EF thus indicating that [continuant] is active in the

phonological computation.

TABLE 5 English loanword adaptations in European and Quebec French.

English source EF repair QF repair

jockey [dZAki] [ZOkε] [dZOke]

chips [tSIps] [Sips] [tSips]

jamboree [dZæmb@ri] [ZãmbORe] [dZãmbOKi]
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For ease of comparison in (4), I have included the English

interdentals [θ/ð] to show how they would be parsed by the L1 EF

CH. Note that the EF CH cannot disambiguate either [z/ ð] or [s/

θ]. I will not explore here how the EF hierarchy has to be changed

(incrementally) to arrive at the English CH; differential substitution

is our concern here. Note that the [s] substitution is driven by the

highest-ranked [continuant] feature.

2.4. The Russian contrastive hierarchy

In tackling the question of differential substitution in Russian, I

am limiting myself to presenting the CH for a subset of the Russian

consonants. For reasons of space (Russian has a very complex

consonantal inventory), I will only be presenting an analysis of the

coronal consonants (which, after all, are the main candidates for /θ/

substitution). I base my analysis on Dresher and Hall (2020). They

provide arguments for the ranking of [voice] above [continuant]

in Russian; /ts/ and /tS/ trigger assimilatory devoicing even though

they do not contrast with underlying voiced counterparts (/dz/,

/dZ/). This can be accounted for if [voice] is above [continuant]

in the hierarchy. These patterns of regressive voicing assimilation

evidence that [voice] is an active feature in Russian. Processes of

palatalization also suggest that [sharp] is an active feature. The

Russian CH is given in (6).

6. The Russian Contrastive Hierarchy

So, in Russian, [strident] is low-ranked, and is really only

needed for the /ts/ vs. /t/ contrast. Crucially, [voice] is ranked

above [continuant].

2.5. The Quebec French contrastive
hierarchy

Walker (1984) notes that EF and QF are virtually identical in

their consonantal systems (there are arguably differences in the

vocalic system and certain properties of stress placement in the two

varieties but those are not our concern here), and at the phonemic

level this is certainly the case. There is, however, an allophonic

process found in QF that is not found in EF that is directly relevant

to the issue of differential substitution: assibilation. I will begin by

talking about assibilation in QF and then proceed to a more general

discussion. In QF there is an allophonic process that changes the

phonemes /t/ and /d/ to [ts] and [dz], respectively, before the high,

front vowels /i/ and /y/ (but not before /u/). Examples are given

in (7).

7. ‘petit’ /p@ti/→

[p@tsi]

small

‘battu’ /baty/

→ [batsy]

beaten

‘tout’ /tu/→

[tu]

all

‘dites’ [dit]→

[dzit]

say-2sg

‘dupe’ /dyp/→

[dzyp]

dupe

‘doute’ /dut/→

[dut]

doubt

Following LaCharité (1993), I assume that affricates are strident

stops. My argument is that the change from a non-strident to

a strident stop indicates that the [strident] feature is active in

QF. I will not get into possible spreading analyses that can

motivate the phonetic change. Telfer (2006) provides an interesting

account of how the following high, front vowel environment

can trigger the representation of a [strident] feature. Baker and

Smith (2010), I would argue, provide some indirect evidence

for the activity of the [strident] feature in QF. Their article

concerns the acquisition of the /y/ phoneme in L2 French by

speakers from an L1 that lacks the phoneme (English). They

show a correlation between people who assibilate and people

who have acquired /y/. This is evidence that assibilation is an

active cue (and, hence, an active feature) in QF that helps the

learners to acquire the new vowel /y/. The QF CH is given

in (8).

8. The Quebec French Contrastive Hierarchy

Walker (1984, p. 100) also refers to the “mellowing” of

[S] and [Z] to [x] and [H] in some QF dialects (Beauce;

Ottawa/Hull). Thus, the target sounds for this phonological process

are [+strident,+posterior], which is consistent with both [strident]

and [posterior] being active in QF.

Colantoni et al. (2021) talk about coronal stop lenition

using electropalatography data on two EF and two QF speakers.

Interestingly, there was a significant difference between the two

dialect groups in which the QF speakers showed significantly more

lenition (i.e., less contact) for both /d/ and /t/, though the effect was

greater for /d/ than for the EF speakers. Note that Colantoni et al.
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TABLE 6 Quebec French loanword adaptation.

English
loanword

French adaptation Process

“thrill” [θôôl] [tRI1] θ → t

“tip” [tIp] [tsIp] t→ ts

“directory” [d@ôεktôi] [dziRεktORe] d→ dz

(2021) controlled for the presence of assibilation in their data in

that the lenition effects were found regardless of the following vowel

(i.e., not just in the case of a following high, front vowel)3. This

L1 property provides an additional reason why the QF speakers

would parse the English [θ] as /t/ and the English [ð] as /d/. I would

suggest that since [continuant] is low-ranked in QF (and, in fact,

unspecified for the non-labials), that is what causes the lenition of

the QF /t,d/ in comparison to the EF phonemic inventory, which

has [continuant] highly-ranked.

2.5.1. Quebec French loanword adaptation
The discussion of loanword adaptations of English words that

have been borrowed into QF is also relevant to our discussion.

Hsu and Jesney (2017) provide a theoretical account of the patterns

noted in Roy (1992). Many studies (Itô and Mester, 1995; Paradis

and LaCharité, 1997) have revealed that loanwords often pattern

differently phonologically than native vocabulary. One way to

describe this is to say that there are different lexical strata and that

the different strata obey different markedness restrictions. Among

the patterns that Hsu and Jesney (2017) address are the following,

shown in Table 64.

Some adaptation processes apply quite uniformly, while

others are more variable. Of particular interest to our discussion

here, though, is the fact that words with three segments were

always repaired. Those three segments were [θ], [ð], and [h].

Phonologically, for Hsu and Jesney (2017), this suggests that [θ],

[ð], and [h] are the most robust markedness constraints that

must be respected at all lexical strata. I would argue that the

CH gives us a potential explanation of what makes these three

sounds problematic. The [θ] and [ð] English inputs cannot be

disambiguated by the French feature hierarchy. The [h] sound is

perhaps a different story, and let me probe that question in a little

more detail.

2.6. The problem of [h]

There is a considerable body of evidence that francophone

learners of English have difficulty acquiring the /h/ phoneme (Janda

and Auger, 1992; Brannen, 2011; White et al., 2015; Mah et al.,

2016). The English /h/ tends to be deleted/omitted in production

(e.g., “harm”→ [arm]). Many researchers (LaCharité and Prévost,

1999; Trofimovich and John, 2011) argue that this is related to

3 They also discuss Spanish speakers in their article and the French lenition

was less than the Spanish lenition, but nevertheless present.

4 I will not address the sonorants, only the obstruents in this article.

inaccurate perception. Jackson and Cardoso (2023) argue that it is

the variability in the English grapheme/phoneme correspondence

that accounts for the difficulty. It can be pronounced in a stressed

syllable (history, inherent) but silent in an unstressed syllable

(vehicle, I’d (h)ave).

Mah et al. (2016) also address the question of francophone

acquisition of English /h/ in an ERP study. They begin by noting

that English [h] is acoustically weak; it is made with no significant

oral or pharyngeal constriction, and it has no vocal fold vibration.

They suggest that the articulation of /h/ is more like a voiceless

vowel. This can be supported by looking at how differently the vocal

tract is positioned in the production of the /h/ in /hAt/ compared to

the /h/ in /hit/ or /hu/; a narrow phonetic transcription could well

be [
◦

aAt], [
◦

iit], and [
◦

uu]. Mah et al. further suggest that English /h/

would have the laryngeal feature [spread glottis]. French /h/ they

argue is realized by just a bare laryngeal node. They are working

within a feature geometry model. The relevant structures are given

in (9a) for English and (9b) for French.

9.

In their ERP study, they found no mismatched negativity

(MMN) effect in a linguistic task but they did find an MMN effect

in a non-linguistic task. This suggests that the difficulties L1 French

participants are having are not at the acoustic level but rather,

they argue, at the representational level. Shortly, I will provide

a representational account adopting a CH model. Interestingly,

production data show that francophone learners also occasionally

insert an [h] in a non-target-like environment (e.g., “arm” →

[h]arm). While the /h/ question may seem to be a bit removed

from the differential substitution question, I hope to show that

the CH approach can (a) handle the /h/ data too, (b) account

for why some languages (e.g., Arabic) substitute a segment ([h])

for English /h/ rather than the French strategy of substituting

Ø, and (c) show why the acquisition of an L2 phoneme that

contrasts with Ø in the L1 is more difficult to acquire compared

to an L2 phoneme that is realized with a different overt phone in

the L1.

In contrast with the French problems with English /h/, let

us look at the CH for Algerian Arabic. This discussion draws

on Benrabah (1991) and Archibald (2022a,b), who look at the

L3 English of L1 Arabic/L2 French individuals. We can see two

things from this hierarchy: (1) following McCarthy (1994), Arabic

gutturals (including /h/) are not placeless, and (2) the English [θ]

would be parsed under the Arabic /t/. The Algerian Arabic CH is

given in (10)5.

5 There might be more complexity required for the representations of /H/

and /è/ than I am showing. The key point for the arguments in this article is

that they are under a place feature node (unlike English).
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10. The Algerian Arabic Contrastive Hierarchy

It is worth noting that in this northern African cultural context,

the variety of French would tend to substitute a [s] for the English

/θ/ so this substitution pattern of [t] is consistent with the transfer

of the Arabic CH to represent the English obstruents. In this CH

as well, we note that [voice] > [place] > [continuant], which is

consistent with the [t] substitution we have already seen in Russian

and QF.

However, now let us compare the learning task of Arabic

learners of English to the task of French learners of English when

it comes to the learning of /h/. Let us reiterate what the structure

of English /h/ looks like. I will repeat the top part of the CH of (3)

in (11).

11.

Note that in English there is a top-ranked distinction between

the supralaryngeal sounds and /h/. Note too that QF lacks such a

[±supralaryngeal] contrast. I repeat the top part of the CH of (8)

in (12).

12.

Acquiring such a high-ranked contrast, which is absent from

the L1, appears to be difficult. This is consistent with what

Archibald (in press) proposes in terms of a transition theory of

acquiring an L2 CHwhere learning is conservative and incremental

and begins by positing changes at the bottom of the hierarchy.

We can now contrast the English hierarchy with the high-

ranked [supralaryngeal] feature with the French hierarchy, which

lacks this high-ranked feature (leading to difficulty), with the Arabic

hierarchy which can parse the English [h] under a place node.

The question of how L2 or L3 grammars are restructured to

become more targetlike is, of course, fascinating and complex.

Space precludes me from exploring it in depth here (though see

Archibald, 2023 for further discussion). I will note that the work

of Oxford (2015) on historical change (i.e., grammar restructuring)

reveals many potential similarities in how contrastive hierarchies

change over time historically and in multilinguals.

Having added this relatively brief discussion of the /h/

phenomena to the discussion of interdental differential

substitution, the following general point can be made. We do

not need to invoke multiple explanations for /θ/ becoming [t] in

some languages and [s] in others, nor do we need to invoke special

machinery to account for the difficulty of L1 French producing

(and perceiving) and English [h] compared with the L1 Arabic

ability to produce (and perceive) the English [h]. It can all be

explained, more parsimoniously, via the machinery of a CH.

2.7. The Japanese contrastive hierarchy

Let us conclude the discussion of cross-linguistic data by

looking at the interdental patterns in L1 Japanese speakers. In (13)

we can see the CH for Japanese.

13. The Japanese Contrastive Hierarchy

The process of spirantization in which /t/→ [s] and /d/→ [z]

(Akamatsu, 1997, 2000; Labrune, 2012) indicates that [continuant]

is an active feature in Japanese as shown in (14).

(14) /mikad mki/→ [mikaz mki] “increasing moon”

Further evidence of its activity comes from Vance (1987,

2008), who notes that /b/ and /g/ spirantize to [β] and [È],

respectively, intervocalically. Labrune (2012, p. 64) comments that

this spirantization occurs in “familiar register or fast tempo.”

There is considerable evidence that from voicing assimilation

(i.e., rendaku) that [voice] is an active feature (Rice, 2005;

Kubozono, 2015). For example, the [s] in sake “salmon” becomes

a [z] in the phrase Sio+zake “salted salmon.” Under this process,

we see the following alternations:

/t/→ [d]

/k/→ [g]
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/h/→ [b]

/s/→ [z]

Consistent with what we saw with the EF participants, having

[continuant] as the highest-ranked feature leads to the substitution

of the fricatives for the English interdentals. Once again, we

see [continuant] > [place] > [voice]; [continuant] has scope

over [place].

2.8. Summary

To summarize, let us recap the following three pairwise

comparisons to illustrate the analyses. In (15a) and (15b), we see

two [s]-substitution languages where [continuant] > [place].

15a.

15b.

In (16a) and (16b), we see two [t]-substitution languages where

[place] > [continuant].

16a.

16b.

In Figures (17a) and (17b), we compare the two varieties

of French where we see how one variety (EF) has [continuant]

> [place] resulting in a [t] substitution while the other variety

(QF) has the ranking [place] > [continuant] resulting in a

[s] substitution.

17a.

17b.

3. Conclusion

In this article, I have argued that the phenomenon of differential

substitution can be explained in a principled fashion under

the architectural assumption of the CH model. We see an [s]
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substitution for /θ/ when the [continuant] feature is the highest-

ranked feature in the hierarchy (above [place] and [voice]) (e.g.,

Japanese and EF). In languages where [place] and [voice] features

are ranked above [continuant], we see [t] as it is the completely

unmarked category into which the /θ/ can be parsed (e.g., Russian

and QF).

We have also proposed that parsing failures at the lowest level

lead to minor ambiguities that are resolved incrementally in the

learning process, while parsing failures that require the addition of

a high-ranked feature are more problematic for the learners (e.g.,

French /h/).

The CH approach differs from Lombardi’s (2003) markedness

vs. faithfulness analysis in that there is a unified analysis of the

two substitution options: it is all transfer of parsing procedures.

Input segments that are undifferentiated by an L1-feature parse

are assigned to the same phonological category. Unlike an SLM

approach to equivalence classification, this is not based on

surface phonetic features but rather the phonological grammar.

Furthermore, unlike Lombardi (2003), this accounts for why there

are perception substitutions as well as production substitutions.We

must acknowledge that this is the starting point of the learning

path that will require the learner to restructure the L1 CH to

move incrementally closer to the L2 CH using such operations as

(1) merger of an L1 contrast that is not required in the L2, (2)

redeployment of an L1 contrast from one part of the L1 CH to

another part of the L2 CH, or (3) triggering a new feature not

found in the L1. This approach also allows for individual variation

to be accounted for in a principled way (Archibald, in press) given

that different learners may restructure different portions of the

hierarchy in different sequences.

The CH approach recognizes that the differential substitutions

fall out from inventory effects, not local surface comparisons, and

further shows that the machinery of CH that has been productively

used to account for L1A (Bohn and Santos, 2018), historical change

(Oxford, 2015), sociolinguistics (Natvig and Salmons, 2021; Hunt

Gardner and Roeder, 2022), and L3A (Archibald, 2022a,b) can also

be used productively for an explanatory account of one of the oldest

questions in L2 phonology: differential substitution.
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